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the expression parser expands common expressions in the selected graphic elements. a common expression consists of a string surrounded by curly brackets, e.g. "{day name}". in this case, pdf2id is looking for the words "day name" in a certain order. if pdf2id finds the correct order and you want it to match whatever order you want pdf2id to use the expression parser is going to provide the results for you. pdf2id now supports
automatic annotations. you can now select a graphic element and from the pop-up menu choose from 1) change the appearance of this graphic element 2) insert an annotation or 3) switch to this graphic element. to make edits to pdf2id, we select from the toolbar buttons. to select a button, click it. to deselect a button, click it. to toggle buttons, click it twice and release it. to get a list of currently selected buttons in a group, click the

group name in the header. the new version of pdf2id now supports the full pdf xref table feature. this means any text and graphics in the pdf xref field are going to be displayed to the reader automatically. the only requirement is the graphic must be an image. pdf2id will correct any improperly tagged images. the most often improperly tagged image are images without a media box in them. new options are provided for more flexibility
if your pdfs contain supplemental files. now you can select from the pop-up menu options to indicate to pdf2id that you want the file to be included in the conversion or you want it to remain as it is in the original pdf. selecting include will include the file in the conversion, but it may not fully include it.
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